Case Study – Home Office
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FAST DELIVERY, EASY ASSEMBLY AND COMMERCIAL QUALITY
MAKE PERFECT HOME OFFICE
When Donna Sutter and her husband
started working from home in March,
they had no idea if or when they
would return to their offices. They
began with temporary workstations
and complete uncertainty on the
duration of the COVID-19 pandemic
and their long-term plans.

Donna said. As time wore on, she
knew her work for a mountain bike
company and her husband’s job in
IT would likely require a permanent
workstation. “The idea of having
my husband in the living room for
another six months … I was physically
dreading it.”

“At first, my husband was in the
middle of the living room, and I
was on the TV tray with a laptop,”

Earlier this summer, they decided to
invest in home office furniture for a
better work-life balance and improved

productivity. Factors in their purchase
decision included style, quality, speed
of delivery, and value, as they had to
use their own budget.
After researching many options online,
they ultimately selected the Bush
Business Furniture Studio C collection
in a contemporary Platinum Gray finish
to use in their Tennessee home.
READ MORE >>
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“We have a lot of desk equipment, and everything
that we were glancing at just seemed like it was so
flimsy,” Donna said. “When we found Bush Business
Furniture, that commercial grade
aspect was what my husband was
When we
more into.”

“I’ve never bought furniture
online, but it came so quickly,”
she said. “I was so happy with
your furniture; how easy it was
to get and how easy it is to put
together.”

“

found Bush
Business Furniture,
that commercial grade
aspect was what my
husband was more
into... I was so happy
with your furniture; how
easy it was to get and
how easy it is to put
together.

Donna and her husband have
since learned they’ll be working
from home permanently. Having a commercial-grade
home office in use has made life less stressful for them.
“We’re all set up because we made the executive
decision to get furniture early on,” Donna said. “We

“

Once they made their decision,
they received their L Shaped
Desk and 5 Shelf Bookcases in a
matter of days.

were scared to make the purchase when we did
because there had not been any permanent decisions
made on working from home at the time, and it went
way smoother than I thought.”
The Platinum Gray finish also perfectly
complements their newly created
home office, which they converted
from an old bedroom.
“It just blends beautifully. It’s a
beautiful color. The lightness of it,
it seems to make the room look
bigger,” she said.
From the quality to the finish to
the speed and value, Donna was
thrilled with the purchase. She’s
even recommended Bush Business
Furniture to a neighbor in search of a
commercial-grade home office.

“It’s what was advertised, and that matters to me,”
she said. “That’s my livelihood and my husband’s
livelihood that we had to set up and maintain. This
went extremely smoothly.”
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Contact your BBF representative to set
up your work from home program or call
1-800-964-1638
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